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Abstract: Research on discourse markers has run into fundamental difficulties recently. First,

that group of linguistic items appears to withstand approaches trying to account for them in

terms of formal properties, even though the set of discourse markers includes a subset, that

of discourse particles, that is somewhat easier to characterise in formal terms. Secondly, a

function-based description of discourse markers has its own problems, too: it is not easy to

find the common denominator of all the diverse roles that the relevant literature attributes

to them. A substantial part of the latter difficulty has its roots in the fact that, to date, no

adequate and full-fledged classification has been proposed with respect to linguistic units

having a pragmatic role, including discourse markers.

No increase in the amount of empirical research does, in itself, present a way out of that

situation: successful continuation of such research and general theoretical advancement both

require that certain fundamental issues be clarified first. The purpose of this paper, accord-

ingly, is to reveal certain difficulties in referring to and characterizing discourse markers (via

a review of the relevant literature), claiming that some of their allegedly canonical properties

are oversimplified or downright wrong. Also, an effort is made to highlight crucial functional

aspects of the delimitation of the group of discourse markers and to discuss the status of

multi-word discourse markers, too.
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4 CSILLA ILONA DÉR

1. Introduction

The investigation of discourse markers is an intriguing task for the lin-
guist: on the one hand, this group of items seems to defy all attempts
to account for its members in terms of parts of speech or individual for-
mal properties (rather than in terms of function); on the other hand, as
we will see, their functional description is not unproblematic, either: it
keeps revealing new difficulties as it goes on. The purpose of this paper is
to review the major theoretical problems related to discourse markers as
they appear in the current literature,1 including difficulties in referring to
them and in listing their definitive features, and to explore crucial func-
tional aspects of delimiting the group of pragmatically loaded linguistic
units. The latter attempt is needed because an increase in the amount
of empirical research devoted to discourse markers does not, in itself,
show us a way out of the chaotic situation we encounter at present: suc-
cessful continuation of such research and theoretical advancement both
require that certain fundamental issues be clarified first. In addition, I
will briefly consider the status of multi-word discourse markers, a topic
that is present in the international literature but is not sufficiently in the
foreground there, in my view.

The structure of this paper is as follows: in section 2, I investigate the
terms used to denote discourse markers. I compare them with each other
and propose a way of eliminating terminological discrepancies. In section
3, I review (allegedly) relevant semantic-pragmatic and formal-syntactic
properties of discourse markers, focusing on the problems with these fea-
tures and confronting them with the results of the most recent research.
At the end of this section, I provide a summary of which features, on
this analysis, turned out to be defensible, and which less important. In
section 4, I scrutinize problems of multi-word discourse markers with the
aim of elucidating why they are seen, by many scholars of pragmatics, less
important than one-word markers, and how certain types of these con-
structions can be delimited from each other. Finally, I make a proposal
on how to describe discourse marking elements with the same function
but with different forms. In the closing section (5), I explore functions
assigned to discourse markers with special attention to the problem of
the reconciliation of these functions. I claim that some reduction of these

1 In all cases where various Hungarian authors have contributed to the raising and
elaboration of the problems at hand, I will briefly refer to their work.
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ON THE STATUS OF DISCOURSE MARKERS 5

functions is necessary in order to gain a clearer starting point in working
with discourse markers.

In the course of my investigation I will refer to theories of function-
alist linguistics, mainly to coherence theory, but my objective is to find
a common ground in the description of discourse markers.

2. Terminological issues

A number of terms are in use in referring to discourse markers,2 a fact
that has been claimed to be a symptom of the uncertainty of their sta-
tus (cf. Furkó 2005, 17).3 It should be added that the terminological
diversity often reflects theoretical distinctions, either between formal and
functional approaches or within the functional approach. It is rather dif-
ficult to sort out the variants; for instance, in the case of part-of-speech
labels (like conjunction, connective, particle, or the Hungarian term mó-
dosítószó ‘modifying word’), it is impossible to tell whether the researcher
using such terms thinks that it is only members of that particular class
that belong to the group of discourse markers (and takes discourse mark-
ing to be just another function of the given part of speech) or indeed
other items belong there, too. Some terms appear to be too broad or
too narrow to use for discourse markers even if that category is based on
a very wide range of functions. Heterogeneity (of both the source items
and the specified functions of discourse markers) makes the picture even
more blurred. In sum, the terms are often rather misleading: sometimes
the term suggests a category that is narrower than what turns out to be
referred to by it (a case in point is Csűry’s (2005) term konnektor ‘con-
nective’), and sometimes the opposite situation obtains (as in the case of
discourse particle).

In what follows, the four terms that occur most often in the literature
will be considered in detail.4 The term discourse marker (abbreviated

2 As a matter of interest, note that I have counted up to 42 different English terms
and up to 29 different Hungarian terms (cf. Brinton 1996, 29; Schourup 1999).

3 We could also say that the fact that the ‘naming process’ has not yet come to an
end reflects the prevalence of theoretical uncertainties.

4 To illustrate preferences and orders of magnitude, here are the results of a Google
search of 6 November 2008: discourse marker(s): 95,200 hits, discourse particle(s):
23,100 hits, pragmatic marker(s): 14,120 hits, pragmatic particle(s): 4,800 hits.
Note that I have only searched for English terms but the hit counts are not of
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6 CSILLA ILONA DÉR

as DM)—whose Hungarian loan translation is diskurzusjelölő (and the
less frequent társalgásjelölő ‘conversation marker’)—is currently the most
widespread in the linguistics literature written in English. Other terms
that often crop up are pragmatic marker (PM), discourse particle (DP),
and pragmatic particle (PP)—indeed, these four are the most typical
options since the latter half of the 1990s.

The term discourse particle was popular mainly up to the mid-
eighties (Schourup 1999, 229), and it is still widely used by researchers
of languages other than English (like German, French, etc., cf. Müller
2005, 2–3). But there are also exceptions like Fischer and others who
use DP and DM in two distinct senses (Fischer 2006, 4). A quick Google
search (see footnote 4) confirms that DP is used rather frequently even to-
day. It maintains its ground despite the fact that its use has been severely
criticised (e.g., by Schourup 1999, 229) for involving the word particle.
The main objection is that particle is a widely used syntactic term—a fact
that restricts the range of items it can be applied to. For instance, dis-
course particle is inappropriate to refer to multi-word discourse markers;
and discourse markers tend to be syntactically heterogeneous anyway.
The name of a group of items delimited on a formal (syntactic) basis
to refer to discourse markers that are organised in terms of function is
an unfortunate choice to begin with (although it is understandable why
those preferring a formal approach are keen on using it). Another prob-
lem with the term discourse particle is that ‘particle’ is used by many as
a kind of waste-basket category for function words that do not fit any-
where else (cf. Haspelmath 2001, 16539). Furkó (2005, 20) says that DP
is also problematic in that it is used for scalar and modal particles on
the one hand, and for linguistic items that belong to the range involved
in the German tradition of particle research (e.g., aber ‘but’, allerdings
‘indeed’, auch ‘also’, denn ‘thus, so’, doch ‘but, still’, freilich ‘of course,
admittedly’) on the other.

Despite the foregoing considerations, many researchers use the term
DP; their reason may be, for instance, that of Fischer (2006, 4) who
applies it to short and uninflected words loosely integrated in the struc-
ture of the sentence, deliberately distinguishing them from larger units of
a similar (pragmatic) function, like idioms. She also thinks that DPs
contrast with clitics, full words, and bound morphemes, and include

course restricted to papers on English or to research conducted by native speakers
of English.
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ON THE STATUS OF DISCOURSE MARKERS 7

items like okay, hmm, oh, well.5 For Fischer, DM is a purely functional
term—as opposed to DP that she takes to refer to a subclass of DMs
delimited by the above formal criteria (idem.). On the other hand, she
does not take multi-word items to belong to the larger category of DMs,
either: “Using the term discourse particle furthermore distinguishes dis-
course particles/markers from larger entities, such as phrasal idioms, that
fulfil similar functions” (Fischer 2006, 4). However, she does not give any
reason for why idioms could not be DMs, except for the fact that she takes
the purely functional approach to DMs to be debatable (ibid., 5). As she
points out, a purely functional classification does not permit size-based
distinctions or those in terms of the degree of idiomaticity, or indeed those
based on loss of semantic transparency (idem.). During the elaboration
of her debatable point of view she nevertheless clearly states that despite
arguments supporting a purely functional categorisation, research on dis-
course markers primarily focuses on particles and conjunctions (idem.).
In addition, another point of her paper reveals that she takes DPs to
be lexicalised units whereas DMs include non-lexicalised items as well
(ibid., 7).

The above view of “DPs as a subset of DMs” can be debated on
the basis of Furkó (2005, 20) who says that one of the most conspicuous
features of DMs is their syntactic independence, a feature that is often
not exhibited by modal particles (although it is an open question what
‘independence’ really means here: that they cannot form a constituent
with other expressions or rather that they can occupy certain syntactic
positions and not others, cf. Gyuris 2008). The most important problem
with the term discourse particle, in my view, is that—although it is a
lot narrower, hence apparently more circumscribed, category than that
of discourse markers—its extension varies author by author. It is often
meant to refer to a small set of items, whose members are not taken to be
discourse markers by everyone; and in addition, the term particle covers,
over and above pragmatic-modal particles, also propositional (enhancing)
particles. Yet the latter by no means belong functionally to discourse
markers. On other occasions, the notion is taken to be very broad (by,
e.g., Levinson 1983, 163; cf. Furkó 2005, 20; cf. the categorisation of even,
like, or all right as DPs). The problem with pragmatic particle is roughly
the same as that with discourse particle.

5 Cf. Gyuris (2008), who analyses the following Hungarian items as DPs: csak ‘after
all; nevertheless’, ugye ‘don’t you think’ [question tag], vajon ‘whether; I wonder’,
talán ’perhaps’, legalább ’at least’.
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8 CSILLA ILONA DÉR

With respect to the relationship between pragmatic marker and
discourse marker, four different views are in existence:

I. The two terms are synonymous6—this is claimed by e.g., Brinton
(1996) or Andersen (2001) (cf. Müller 2005, 3). Brinton has opted for PM
rather than DM because, although she thinks that both are rather broad
terms, the former is better at covering the totality of the functions of the
items at hand (Brinton 1996, 29–30).

II. DM is a superordinate category: Redeker (1990), for instance, says
that pragmatic markers constitute a subtype of discourse markers: se-
mantic discourse markers signal ideational structure, whereas pragmatic
discourse markers (i.e., pragmatic markers) signal pragmatic structure.

III. PM is a superordinate category that includes DMs: the most im-
portant representative of this view is Fraser, who says that PMs are
characterised by the following features: they constitute part of a discourse
segment but not part of the propositional content of the message; they en-
code aspects of the speaker’s immediate communicative intention (Fraser
1997, 115–6). They are typically (but not exclusively) free morphemes oc-
curring in an initial position (within the discourse segment), introducing
a special message and classifiable on the basis of their semantic-pragmatic
(rather than syntactic) function. It is also important that Fraser includes
among PMs, in addition to lexically occurring items, also other instantia-
tions of modality (e.g., indicative mood in the case of The cat is sick), as
well as stress and intonation (idem., and op.cit., 125). Pragmatic markers
have four types, according to Fraser (1996; 1997; the examples are also
taken from him):

(a) basic PMs signal the type of message (illocutionary force) that the
speaker intends to convey by the utterance, e.g., I promise that I
will be on time. Along with performative expressions, the ways of
expressing modality also belong here. Fraser says that all sentences
must include at least one basic PM (whereas the occurrence of the
other three types is optional).

6 This is made possible by the fact that PMs are claimed to have a number of
different functions that largely overlap with those of DMs. For instance, Brinton
(1996, 30–1) lists the following PM functions found in the relevant literature: the
expression of the relation or relevance of an utterance to the preceding utterance
or to the context; structural function; response signal function; means to achieve
conversational continuity; interactive function.
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ON THE STATUS OF DISCOURSE MARKERS 9

(b) commentary PMs signal messages that are distinct from the basic
message and are commenting on it (subtypes include e.g., qualify-
ing, attitudinal, etc. PMs), e.g., We got lost almost immediately.
Fortunately, a police officer happened by. They often take the form
of pragmatic idioms, e.g., I’m not an expert, but shouldn’t we be
there by now?

(c) parallel PMs also signal messages that are distinct from the basic
message. They have two types: honorifics, e.g., Sir, Your honour,
and markers that make conversation work smoothly: Well, we could
do it either of two ways.7

(d) DMs signal the relationship between the discourse segment including
them and the previous segment, e.g., Donna left late. However, she
arrived on time.

IV. Furkó (2005, 23–5), working in a relevance-theoretical framework,
subscribes to a fourth approach: he thinks that the dichotomy of PM vs.
DM can and must be eliminated, for two reasons. First, DMs do not indi-
cate relationships between discourse segments but between contextual
assumptions or premises that are based either on co-text or on con-
text, and given that such assumptions continually and mutually affect
each other, the items signalling their relationships cannot be taken ei-
ther exclusively pragmatic (context-dependent) or exclusively discourse
(co-text-dependent) markers. Secondly, these items exhibit multifunc-
tionality as a basic trait (for instance, they can simultaneously signal
discourse organisation and speaker’s attitude, as illustrated by Furkó us-
ing the following example: A: What are you going to do now? B: Well,
I’m moving out. In this example, well is a DM as it indicates a message
linked to the previous segment and also a PM as it can signal that B
takes A’s face into account and is reluctant to give a straight answer).
That is, the PM : DM opposition is untenable because individual tokens
may cut across the distinction between the two categories (Furkó 2005,
23, 26; cf. Fraser 1999, 942).

In Hungarian research on discourse markers, two of the above four
terms “compete” with one another: diskurzusjelölő ‘discourse marker’ (or
its variant társalgásjelölő ‘conversation marker’) and diskurzuspartikula
‘discourse particle’. Because of the problems concerning the latter, dis-
cussed above, I think it would be most advisable to use the former term,

7 We must admit that it is difficult for us to see why these two are taken to form
a single category.
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10 CSILLA ILONA DÉR

especially the version diskurzusjelölő, for several reasons. Társalgás ‘con-
versation’ is a narrower notion than diskurzus ‘discourse’, hence sticking
to the latter we would not constrain the range of genres in which these
items are expected to occur. Using diskurzusjelölő does not merely indi-
cate an unambiguous link with the international literature but it also can
conveniently accommodate diverse parts of speech and larger-than-word
units as well. As we saw above, the hierarchical relationship between DM
and PM can depend on theoretical considerations; but I think diskurzus-
jelölő can be construed as narrower than pragmatikai jelölő8 if we take it
to be a name for some (but not all!) units serving a pragmatic function.9

3. Characteristic features of discourse markers

In the past decade, several papers summarised the properties of dis-
course markers (e.g., Fraser 1999, 943–6; Schourup 1999, 230–4; Müller
2005, 5–8; Furkó 2005, 55–71), The discussion below will focus only on
those features of discourse markers that are relevant and problematic in
some sense.

3.1. Semantic–pragmatic features

Semantic–pragmatic features that define an item as a discourse marker
are the following:

Non-propositionality (= non-truth-conditionality): it is often men-
tioned in the literature that discourse markers have a procedural (rather
than conceptual) meaning,10 and that they do not alter the truth con-
ditions of the proposition expressed in the given utterance. In several

8 Pragmatics can be considered either as a comprehensive discipline which contains
discourse analysis, conversation analysis etc., or as a separate but related field
also addressing language use (cf. Németh T.–Bibok 2003, 5–6).

9 It would be a good idea, by the way, to assign separate names to other pragmatic
markers, too (just like Fraser 1996 does), to avoid the problem that it is only a
single subtype of pragmatic markers, viz. discourse markers, that has a name of
its own.

10 According to researchers working in a relevance-theoretical framework, concep-
tual and procedural meaning are to be distinguished sharply (e.g., Wilson–
Sperber 1993; Blakemore 1992), because they reflect a cognitive opposition: the
sharp distinction between representation and computation (Hedley 2007, 36).
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ON THE STATUS OF DISCOURSE MARKERS 11

places, only one of the above statements is given, whereas in some other
places, they are not clearly distinguished. For instance, Schourup (1999,
245) asks the question of whether or not they are the same statement.
Wilson and Sperber (1993) claim they are not, given that there are
cases in which an expression is simultaneously conceptual and non-truth-
conditional or procedural and truth-conditional. For instance, frankly as a
discourse marker is non-truth-conditional and conceptual in the following
case: (Speaking quite) frankly, I don’t think you’re right. The meaning of
frankly would be conceptual here because it can be combined with other
lexical items to produce a semantically complex unit. In Schourup’s view,
if this were true, using truth-conditionality as a criterion of DM status
would lead to forcing very different items into the same class. There-
fore, it would have to be decided case by case whether a given item has
or does not have conceptual meaning (idem.). In his view, if this dif-
ferentiation were tenable, two very different classes of discourse markers
would exist, and—citing Blakemore (1996)—that would put an end to
the explanatory force and theoretical value of the term discourse marker.
All I would like to add here is that the problem seems to be restricted
to items exhibiting non-truth-conditional but conceptual meanings, re-
ferred to above. However, DMs that have a conceptual meaning do not
fatally divide the category in my view and do not represent insuperable
theoretical problems, either (for details, see the next paragraph).

Procedural meaning (= non-compositionality): Undoubtedly, one of
the most typical traits of descriptions of discourse markers is the state-
ment that these linguistic units have a procedural meaning. Blakemore
(2002) links conceptual vs. procedural meaning with compositionality:
if the meaning of an item is compositional, it must also be conceptual.
She uses synonymy as a criterion, too;11 that is, if a discourse marker
is synonymous with its non-discourse-marking counterpart, its meaning
is conceptual; examples include that is and in other words, whereas a
counterexample—i.e., a non-synonymous pair of homophones—is well
(Blakemore 1987; 2002). This latter criterion is not unproblematic in my
view, namely synonymy and non-synonymy are not separated from each
other by a clear-cut dividing line. The problem of conceptual meaning
is especially severe with respect to multi-word discourse markers. Items
like Hungarian hogy úgy mondjam ‘so to say’ are peculiar in that they

11 It is not quite clear why Blakemore refers to the relationship between the dis-
course marker and non-discourse-marker functions of an item as “synonymy”,
even if the two meanings are not really far from one another.
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12 CSILLA ILONA DÉR

do not necessarily go back to a non-discourse-marking source item (cf.
Dömötör 2008a: “it first entered the language ‘fully armed’ as a discourse
marker”). And as far as conceptual meaning itself is concerned, it can be
misleading as a criterion in that even if the meaning of a discourse marker
is (or seems to be) conceptual, its function may clearly be pragmatic and
text-level, e.g.,

– Non-discourse-marking function: Hogyan lehet mondani más szó-
val, hogy szerény és makacs? ‘How do you say ‘modest’ and ‘stub-
born’ in other words?’12

– Discourse marking function: Szerintem a modern angol költészet,
költészetünknek egy igen érdekes része, műfordításokból áll. Más
szóval, a műfordítás érvényes műfaj. ‘I think modern English po-
etry, a very interesting part of our poetry, consists of translations. In
other words, poetic translations constitute a valid genre.’ (Hungarian
National Corpus)

To complicate matters further, discourse markers that go back to a source
item with a different part-of-speech affiliation (e.g., mellesleg ‘inciden-
tally’, tényleg ‘actually’—the respective source items are no more used in
present-day Hungarian) have a history in which, necessarily, there must
have been a period in which the given item was ambiguous, that is, both
its old and new readings were possible (compare this with general reg-
ularities of grammaticalisation, cf. Heine et al. 1991, 46–7). Hence, the
procedural meaning of DMs must have been preceded, at some point in
the past, by a conceptual meaning (the later meaning can always be de-
rived from the earlier one, that is, the procedural from the conceptual),
and the two must have been separated by a conceptual-procedural period
(cf. Furkó 2005, 48). What kind of meaning a given DM has essentially
depends on how far it has got in this grammaticalisation process. It is
an open question, then, whether the conceptual/procedural distinction is
relevant at all in the case of discourse markers—in my view, because of
the above considerations, it is not. This conclusion is also supported by
Fraser (2006) where the author points out that the conceptual/procedu-
ral opposition cannot be upheld either for discourse markers or indeed for
pronouns since they have a conceptual meaning alongside the procedural
one; illocutionary adverbs, on the other hand, have a procedural meaning
alongside the conceptual one.

12 http://www.gyakorikerdesek.hu/kozoktatas-tanfolyamok_hazifeladat-kerdesek-
60212-hogy-lehet-mondani-mas-szoval-hogy-szereny-es-makacs
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ON THE STATUS OF DISCOURSE MARKERS 13

Multifunctionality: this can apply to DMs in two different respects:
first, discourse markers as a group may have several meanings (e.g.,
the following subtypes may be distinguished: turn taking signals, hes-
itation signals,13 feedback signals); secondly, a given discourse marker
may also have a number of distinct functions. For instance, Dömötör
(2008b) has described a number of different discourse marking func-
tions of úgymond ‘so to say’ alongside its (basic) quotation-marking role
(‘quoth he’), including distancing oneself from a statement; less than full
identification with the words being used; signalling metaphoric use of
an expression; or withdrawal of an inappropriate stylistic device. The
last-mentioned function can be illustrated by the following utterance in
which the speaker withdraws an overly familiar word: Ez az utolsó dolog,
ami úgymond “ciki” ‘This last thing that is, so to say, “sticky”.’ (source:
www.bonusz.hu). It is especially noteworthy that a given DM may si-
multaneously express several functions, even totally distinct ones (cf. the
example given in section 2, point IV above). This fact must be captured
in the theory of the description of discourse markers.

Context-dependence: it is widely accepted that discourse markers
have a context-dependent meaning (e.g., Schiffrin 1987; Fraser 1999);
they are indexical (Aijmer 2002), a fact that makes them rather similar
to deictics—indeed, some authors call these items discourse deictics (e.g.,
Levinson 2004). Furkó claims that context-dependence is a side effect
of the grammaticalisation process whereby discourse markers lose their
inherent, context-independent meaning and assume more subjective, tex-
tual, and interpersonal functions (Furkó 2005, 57). I could add—while
I wish to keep the criterion of context-dependence—that it is difficult
to delimit the individual functions (due to the “adaptive” ability of dis-
course markers): either too much is included or too little; or else too
general functions are assigned.

Context-dependence is also the reason why, in concrete studies, the
individual roles are very hard to tell apart. A case in point, again, is úgy-
mond ‘so to say’ in Dömötör (2008b): one of the main functions assigned
to it (drawing the hearer’s attention to a semantic or stylistic peculiarity
of the use of a word or phrase, with reference to shared linguistic knowl-
edge of what would count as appropriate use) is further classified into the
following subfunctions: indicating that a word is used in a non-canonical

13 The term hesitation covers here some functions of speech planning, like the in-
tention of the speaker to gain time and/or to retain the right to speak (cf. Gósy–
Horváth 2009).
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14 CSILLA ILONA DÉR

meaning; signalling that an expression is used metaphorically; warning
that the formulation is not perfect; indicating/withdrawing an unsuc-
cessful choice of word; or taking back an inappropriate stylistic device. In
the case of the following example, Dömötör assigns the third subfunction
given above—but any of the others would do just as well: Magyar tudósok
úgymond külföldön próbálnak szerencsét ‘Hungarian scholars try their
luck abroad, so to say’ (DunaTV, 6 November 2006; Dömötör notes that
úgymond refers to szerencsét próbál ‘try one’s luck’ here).

3.2. Formal–syntactic features

Optionality: ‘Optionality’ can be construed in several ways, hence it is
advisable to specify whether one takes it to mean sentence-semantic facul-
tativity or syntactic deletability of discourse markers. A third possibility
also exists: with the omission of a DM, the relationship it stands for re-
mains valid but fails to be explicitly marked. The last-mentioned case
is the point concerning which the literature is the most divided: some
authors say that the occurrence of a given discourse marker may well be
optional, although it is always better to have it overtly since it eliminates
unwanted interpretations and provides a cue to the accurate intention of
the speaker (cf. Furkó 2005, 56–7); others are less permissive. As Müller
(2005, 5–8) points out, optionality is only true in terms of grammatical
wellformedness; pragmatically speaking, discourse markers can never be
literally left out (they are implicitly always present). Indeed, in Müller’s
view, this is the one and only feature that differentiates homonymous
pairs of discourse markers and non-discourse-markers. In my own view,
optionality cannot really be taken to make sense pragmatically, given
that in actual utterances the discourse marker is either clearly present
or clearly absent, both cases being the speaker’s decision, with all its
consequences. Redeker (1993) says that the discourse marking relation-
ship is eliminated whenever the discourse marker is omitted: without an
overt discourse marker, the required pragmatic information is absent (cf.
“where the DMs are not present, the hearer is left without a lexical clue
as to the relationship intended between the two segments,” Fraser 1999,
944). It can be experimentally demonstrated that whenever a discourse
marker is omitted, coherent interpretation of the discourse will be de-
ficient or downright impossible. Redeker (1993) digitally removed DMs
from the material of a two-hour televised conversation and played it to
subjects: the omission of markers, especially those signalling the ends of
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ON THE STATUS OF DISCOURSE MARKERS 15

discourse segments, delayed comprehension significantly. The problem is
also illustrated by the following example from Schiffrin (1987, 318): A:
Sue dislikes all linguists. B: I like her. If we hear the two utterances in
sequence, with no explicit discourse marking, we cannot tell whether the
relationship is contrary (‘I like her all the same’ or ‘I like a linguist whom
Sue dislikes’) or consecutive (‘And that’s why I like her’).

Syntactic independence (weak clause association): This means that
discourse markers are but loosely connected to the syntactic structure of
the discourse segment concerned, or they are outside of it. It is impor-
tant to note that certain DMs (some multi-word DMs) have their own
syntactic structure, for example: to be more precise; frankly spoken. This
feature is in connection with phonological independence: some discourse
markers can behave like separate tone units (see the paragraph after the
next one).

Phonological reduction: Discourse markers may also exhibit phono-
logical reduction (some Hungarian examples: tehát ‘thus’ > tát; tudod
‘you know’ > tod; szóval ‘in a word’ > szal, sza; cf. Auer–Günthner 2003,
11), but not all units are affected.

Phonological independence: The idea of phonological independence
often crops up in the literature (e.g., Brinton 1996, 33; Jucker–Ziv 1998, 3;
Zwicky 1985, 303: “Unlike clitics, which are prosodically dependent, dis-
course markers and their parenthetical kin are prosodically independent.
Typically, they are both accented and prosodically seperated from their
surrounding context, by pauses or intonation breaks or both”); however,
empirical (experimental phonetic) results are inconclusive in this respect:
in one study, the English discourse marker well turned out to be an in-
dependent prosodic unit in a mere 50% of the cases (Hirschberg–Litman
1993, 516). Swedish men ‘but’/‘and’ and sa ‘so’ are often preceded by
pause but hardly ever followed by any (men: 90% of occurrences was pre-
ceded and 17% was followed by pause; sa occurred with a pause before
it in 59% and with a pause after it in 8% of the cases, Hansson 1999).
However, this study is not methodologically impeccable (small number
of test items, questionable method of establishing pause durations). A
similar study of Hungarian discourse markers (Dér–Markó 2007) involv-
ing 2775 tokens and 57 various types of discourse markers found that a
mere 5.5% of all DMs was preceded by a pause and 8.2% was followed
by one. The largest proportion of pausing (22.5%) was observable before
tehát ‘that is’—but that item was quite frequently used by speakers for
hesitation purposes, a possible explanation of that striking figure. The
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frequency of following pauses was under 20% for the most frequently oc-
curring items.14 Among less frequently occurring items, the highest result
was yielded by the DM ugye ‘don’t you think’ (12 occurrences, 41.7% of
which was followed by a pause); például ‘for example’ (21.4% of the 14
occurrences) and úgy ‘so’ (20.0% of the 10 occurrences) were also followed
by a pause in relatively many cases. Our data thus show that pausing is
not really typical either before or after discourse markers in spontaneous
Hungarian speech.

Initiality: It is often mentioned in the literature that DMs typically
occur initially in the discourse unit (cf. Keszler’s (1998) term bevezető
szók és kifejezések ‘introductory words and expressions’ and its French
equivalents). On the other hand, Müller (2005, 5–8) claims that there
is no consensus with respect to what the discourse unit concerned is:
sentence, utterance, or turn. Erman found (for the pragmatic expressions
she studied) that they occurred most frequently utterance/turn medially,
but they even occurred sentence medially (Erman 1986, 132–3; 1987, 47;
1992, 219). Brinton (1996) also confirms that DMs often occur in sentence
medial and final position. The occurrence of discourse markers in diverse
positions was also confirmed by Markó and Dér (2008; 2009) with respect
to the Hungarian DMs studied: only 50.9% occurred turn-initially, 18.6%
turn-finally, and 11.8% as an independent turn. However, the individual
DMs behaved quite diversely in this respect. For instance, ja ‘yeah’ and na
‘let me see’ almost always (91.0 and 88.7%) served as turn-initial items,
de ‘but’ was turn-initial in 73.4%, and és ‘and’, jó ‘good’, hát ‘well’, and
nem ‘no’ also occurred in turn-initial position in over 50% of the cases.
Typically turn-internal items were akkor ‘then’, egyébként ‘incidentally’,
and especially így ‘so’ and mondjuk ‘let’s say’.

We also looked at the positions of seven homophonous pairs (that
is, seven items that occurred both as discourse markers and in other
functions: így ‘so’, meg ‘and’, most ‘now’, tehát ‘thus’, tényleg ‘really’,
úgyhogy ‘so that’, and vagy ‘or’). Tényleg ‘really’ as an adverb usually
occurred clause-internally, while as a DM—introducing a new topic into
the discourse—it was more typically clause-initial. Úgyhogy ‘so that’ as
a conjunction exclusively occurred clause-initially, whereas in a DM role

14 By ‘most frequently occurring items’, we meant discourse markers occurring 50
or more times in our material: these were the following (starting with the most
frequent item and going down the frequency scale): hát ‘well’, így ‘so’, de ‘but’,
igen ‘yes’, nem ‘no’, és ‘and’, akkor ‘then’, ja ‘yeah’, tehát ‘thus’, mondjuk ‘let’s
say’, úgyhogy ‘so that’, jó ‘good’, egyébként ‘incidentally’, na ‘let me see’.
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in nearly always occurred at the end of clauses. This was due to the fact
that one of the speakers consistently used this item to signal that he had
reached the end of what he wanted to say (and that he wished to give up
the floor).

To sum up, it seems that discourse markers can occur either with a
procedural or with a conceptual meaning. They either affect the truth-
conditions of the proposition expressed in the given utterance, or they
do not. Usually they are multifunctional: the more developed a unit is
in the evolutionary process of discourse markers, the more abundant is
the pool of functions it covers (even simultaneously). Discourse markers
are context-dependent, and their appearance is syntactically optional,
but this optionality is not interpretable from a pragmatic point of view.
They are only loosely attached to the syntactic structure of discourse
segments that they are in connection with. These pragmatic units can be
characterized by phonological reduction, although it does not necessar-
ily take place in each case: it depends on the frequency of occurrence of
the marker (more frequent items tend to undergo more phonological re-
duction). The features of phonological independence and segment-initial
position are not valid for the whole group.

As we can see, the apprehension of discourse markers is only possible
by their pragmatic function, therefore it is crucial to refine our under-
standing of these functions (see section 5). The parameters mentioned
above may be more or less typical of each marker.

4. Problems with multi-word discourse markers

Despite the fact that much of the literature on discourse markers men-
tions, in addition to single-word units, also multi-word DMs (e.g., másként
szólva ‘in other words’; jobban mondva ‘better to say’; úgy értem, hogy. . .
‘I mean’; cf. Cuenca 2003, 1073; Csűry 2005, 80; Dömötör 2008a), and
some papers even list relevant examples, there are relatively few analyses
concentrating specifically on these items (notable exceptions are Siep-
mann (2005), and papers about the frequent you know and I mean).
Part of the reason may be that multi-word units are special even within
the group of DMs, heterogeneous as it is to begin with (built on source
items coming from a number of different parts of speech, exhibiting di-
verse functions, etc.). We saw earlier on that those preferring the label
discourse particle usually only include single-word discourse markers in
that group and thus avoid analytic difficulties stemming from multi-word
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DMs. However, this is an arbitrary decision in the case of units that
are functionally clearly related: the same function may in fact be served
by single-word and multi-word forms alike15—especially in the case of a
group whose members are held together only by function.

Dirk Siepmann says multi-word discourse markers (also known as
routine formulae; complex markers; second-level discourse markers—the
last one is Siepmann’s own term) “are medium-frequency fixed expres-
sions or collocations composed of two or more printed words acting as
a single unit” (Siepmann 2005, 52; emphasis added).16 The boldface ex-
pression is very important for a uniform treatment of members of the
category DM with diverse formal properties. The above definition is the-
oretically quite satisfactory—but it does not always help the researcher
in practical decisions since these multi-word units are often difficult to
tell apart from occurrences of a sequence of two or more independent
discourse markers. The latter also consist of several words whose inter-
nal relationship, however, is different: real multi-word DMs—even if they
are highly idiomatic—usually have their own syntactic structure (even
though some of their constituents may be ellipted and there are also
exceptions, see below), whereas linked single-word DMs do not. The dif-
ficulty of distinguishing those two cases lies in the fact that both syntactic
relatedness and ellipsis are difficult to ascertain in some concrete situa-
tions. In the following example, it is difficult to tell if we have to do with
ellipsis or not: Akkor most azt kérdezném, hogy mi volt akkor, amikor. . .
illetve nem, általánosságban, hogy amikor valaki végez, tehát szerez
Ph.D.-fokozatot biológiából, és mondjuk itt, Magyarországon, tegyük föl,
hogy Magyarországon szeretne dolgozni, akkor egyáltalán mik mik vannak
előtte, milyen lehetőségeket lát ‘Well then I would ask what happened

15 To illustrate: within the larger function of ‘reformulation’, the subfunction of
exemplification can be expressed, along with single-word items like például ‘for
instance’ or mondjuk ‘let’s say’, by a number of multi-word DMs, too: hogy egy
példával éljek ‘to give an example here’; ezek közé tartozik, hogy. . . ‘one of the
relevant cases is. . . ’; vegyük azt a példát, hogy. . . ‘let us take the example that. . . ’,
etc. Multi-word DMs usually have single-word equivalents; exceptions to that
generalisation, in Siepmann’s view, are DMs having a complex function such as his
excluders, expressing that some portion of the preceding discourse segment would
deserve more detailed elaboration but this is not possible for some reason, e.g.,
Space limitations preclude. . . ; We have space enough to mention only a few. . . ;
This is not the place (cf.op.cit., 93–4).

16 Siepmann specifically studied written scholarly texts, hence the word printed in
his definition.
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when. . . or rather not [=? or rather, I would not ask that but] in general,
when somebody finishes his studies, that is, gets a Ph.D. in biology, and
say here in Hungary, let us assume, it is in Hungary that he would like to
get a job, then what at all what is ahead of him, what possibilities does
he see’.17 In the excerpt below, it is not easy to decide whether we have
a sequence of two single-word DMs or a single multi-word DM: próbáljuk
valamihez kötni, tehát mondjuk van saját csoportja, vagy vagy saját
témán saját pénze ‘let us pin this down, that is, let’s say he has a team
of his own or or money of his own on a topic of his own’. The former
assumption is supported by the fact that, by omitting either tehát or
mondjuk, we do not get an ungrammatical sentence, while such partial
omission cannot be done with real multi-word DMs (except in cases where
this results in another DM, either a single-word or a multi-word one, as in
pontosabban ∼ pontosabban szólva∼ pontosabban szólva azt mondhatnánk,
hogy. . . ‘more exactly∼more exactly speaking∼we could say more ex-
actly speaking that. . . ’). In the example involving tehát mondjuk, the
item mondjuk ‘let’s say’ exemplifies “the point of transition” between
single-word and multi-word DMs: if some arguments are overtly present,
e.g., mondjuk azt, hogy. . . ‘let us say that. . . ’, it is a multi-word discourse
marker; if they are not, it is formally a single-word DM.

Adjacent single-word DMs can have the same function, or different
functions. In the following example, two different subtypes of reformu-
lation18 occur side by side: mittomén (< mit tudom én) ‘I dunno’ serves
illustration, while szóval ‘well’ serves elaboration: olyan dolgok esnek meg
az [. . .]-ban, amit egy cégnél nem tolerálnának, mittomén. . . szóval az
embernek úgy el lehet évekig ott úgy piszmogni ‘such things happen in
[. . .] that would not be tolerated in a firm, I dunno, well, one can carry
on pottering about there for years’. Single- and multi-word DMs can
also be combined: tehát tulajdonképpen az első pillanattól kezdve világos
volt, hogy én haza szeretnék jönni. . . és gyakorlatilag április óta, jobban
mondva hát év eleje óta, de április óta hivatalosan újra itthon. . . ‘so

17 The source of linguistic examples in this section, unless otherwise indicated, is
a six-participant recorded conversation (interview). The specifics are: length of
recording: 2 hours 6 minutes; 3 male and 3 female subjects; all university grad-
uates and aged between 34 and 40 years; the topic of conversation is biologists’
careers.

18 Following Del Saz Rubio–Fraser (2003, 5–9) we can list the following subfunc-
tions: expansion (including elaboration, definition, identification, illustration);
compression; modification (narrowing down, correcting); and reassessment.
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in fact it was clear from the very first moment that I wanted to come
home. . . and practically since April, or better to say well from the be-
ginning of the year, but officially since April, [I was] at home again’. In
this case, it is unclear whether the single-word DM hát that follows the
multi-word DM jobban mondva has the same function or a different func-
tion. In Németh T.’s view, hát ‘well’ has a reformulating function: “in
the speech of the same speaker, it is a tool for self-correction, or entering
into explanations” (Németh T. 1998, 327, see also 329). That is, we could
speak of the same function in the case of jobban mondva hát, in which
case hát emphasises the preceding discourse marker.

The idea might occur that perhaps ability to form collocations could
also be used as a criterion for telling apart several single-word DMs and
multi-word DMs; this, however, would not work since the former can also
enter into collocations, e.g., de egyébként ‘but incidentally’, és így ‘and
so’, most így ‘now so’, tehát így ‘thus so’ (cf. Dér–Markó 2007). A further
possibility would be the separability of adjacent members; the following
example shows single-word DMs of the same function being separated: s
Andrisba meg megbízok ‘and Andy, I trust him’ (where both s and meg
mean ‘and’, cf. Markó–Dér 2008). The problem with this criterion is that
a number of multi-word discourse markers exist that are “separated” (or,
contain gaps) to begin with, and one or several of their parts are to be
“filled in”, for instance: by . . . we mean; hasonlítsuk össze . . . -t . . . -vel
‘let us compare . . . with . . . ’; egyrészről. . . , másrészről. . . ‘on the one
hand . . . , on the other hand . . . ’; az egy dolog, hogy. . . , az pedig egy
másik, hogy. . . ‘it is one thing to . . . and another thing to . . . ’, etc. (cf.
Siepmann 2005, 82ff).

Another open question is how to deal, from a theoretical point of
view, with multi-word DMs that have formally more or less distinct ver-
sions with the same function (e.g., például, hogy egy példát is mondjak,
egy példával élve, hogy egy példával éljünk—all: ‘for instance’), that is,
whether we should take each version to be a distinct DM or else we
should allow for the possibility of variation (and if we do, how far are we
prepared to go, cf. Siepmann 2005, 45–51).

Summarizing this section, I can say that we have no fully reliable
cues for distinguishing strings of single-word DMs from multi-word DMs,
but if we use several criteria in tandem, we can determine which unit
belongs to which category (the criterion of having syntactic structure
usually works, except for the egyfelől–másfelől ‘on the one hand–on the
other hand’ type). However, we also have to reckon with the existence
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of transitional cases. Another way could be to analyse the diachronic
evolution of these forms: it can possibly tell us which markers stand in
an ancestor–descendent relation to each other. Alternatively, we could
decide to assign the forms to discourse functions, by which move the
question of the number of words would be skipped as not so relevant.

5. The functions of discourse markers

The functions of DMs are often practically equated with the categories
occurring in taxonomies (this is also shown by the fact that such cat-
egories are usually not grouped into larger functions). This, of course,
is not unreasonable; but now I am looking for the major functions of
discourse markers.

It appears that the number of functions proposed in the literature
varies widely. The broadest approaches assign one large function to all
discourse markers, such as ‘the indication of discourse structure’ (Schiffrin
1987) or ‘metacommunicative function’ (Furkó 2005), and then go into
details in functional classification. If we summarised discourse marking
functions listed by the various authors, probably metacommunicative
function would be the “lowest common multiple”—but for empirical
investigations, it is obviously too broad a category.

In most cases, however, we see examples where two or three sets
of functions are defined, typically along the following lines (cf. Müller
2005, 8–9; Andersen 1998, 147): textual functions (primarily discussed
by authors working in a coherence-theoretical framework); interactional
functions (mostly described by representatives of relevance theory); and
attitudinal functions (also with relevance theorists). Hence, which func-
tion occurs/dominates with which author also depends on theoretical
affiliation.

Simone Müller speaks of two functions of discourse markers (where
the last two of the above triplet are amalgamated into a single function):
textual functions are not directly addressed to the listener but either re-
fer to lexical expressions, e.g., in terms of how exact or appropriate they
are, or concentrate on the propositional content conveyed by discourse
units of various length (ranging from a single word to utterances de-
scribing a full scenario), or rather the relationships of those propositional
contents. For instance, they may indicate transition from one scene to an-
other, or shifting from the major train of thought to examples and back,
or indeed they may indicate the beginning of a quotation (cf. Dömötör
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2008a,b). Interactional functions, on the other hand, are served by DMs
concentrating on the relationship between speaker and listener, indicat-
ing speech acts, replies, opinions, or evaluations, or expressing that the
speaker is turning directly to the listener (e.g., by drawing her attention
to a single word, with DMs such as like). Illustrating the foregoing on
some uses of the discourse marker you know (cf. Müller 2005, 147ff; the
examples are also from her):19

An example of the textual function is self-correction:

(1) it was rocky. . . rocky so they were kind of roll. . . you know rocking back and
forth

and another example is quotation:

(2) there is a big door that says marriage licenses, so um Charlie asks the girl you
know shall we get married and this sort of thing

An instance of the interactional function is reference to shared knowledge
or its use: in what follows, the speaker draws the listener’s attention to a
piece of information that was mentioned earlier during the conversation:

(3) A: while. . . this guy is getting beaten up, there’s the bird20

B: yeah

A: you know that he meets on the ship

B: yeah and and yeah

In Müller’s view, reference to some conclusion is also interactional: in the
following excerpt, the speaker asks for a conclusion, suggesting by her
intonation that the listener is able to draw that conclusion:

19 Müller analysed the Giessen-Long Beach Chaplin Corpus (GLBCC); the examples
in the text come from her book (suitably abridged and with special transcrip-
tion symbols omitted). GLBCC contains conversations in which pairs of students
discuss a Chaplin film seen earlier, on the basis of questions provided by the
experimenters (e.g., Did you like the film? Which was the funniest part? What
was the acting of major/minor characters like?) The experimenters decided for
this kind of fixed-topic approach in order to be able to record and compare phe-
nomena like how the speaker introduces the various characters, known or not yet
known by the listener (for details, see Müller 2005, 31–6).

20 Bird refers to a woman on the ship who Chaplin falls in love with and gives
money to.
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(4) A: and he goes to pay the bill. . . and the waiter. . . bends the coin it’s no good
you know

B: oh

A: so then he doesn’t know what he’s gonna do

Other researchers organise the above discourse marking functions into a
unified system: according to Siepmann (2005, 83), discourse markers may
reflect the following coherence relations:

– Relations establishing a link between discourse units that describe
‘real-world’ states and processes: ideational, semantic, content, ex-
ternal, subject-matter or propositional relations. For instance: cause
and effect, sequence, contrast.

– Relations establishing a link between the illocutionary force of one
discourse unit and the locutionary meaning of another: interpersonal,
pragmatic, internal, rhetorical, procedural, presentational, metadis-
cursive relations, e.g., criticizing, justifying, concluding.

Metadiscourse, in turn, can again be of two types (Hyland 1998, 442–3):

– textual metadiscourse: “refers to devices which allow the recovery of
the writer’s intention by explicitly establishing preferred interpreta-
tions of propositional meanings”;

– interpersonal metadiscourse: “alert[s] readers to the author’s per-
spective towards both the propositional information and the readers
themselves, thus contributing to a writer-reader relationship and
anticipating the subjective negatability of statements”.

The latter may apparently include discourse markers expressing the au-
thor’s comments/opinions as well as units that present the speaker’s/
writer’s opinion on the proposition at hand. Therefore, we can speak
of a narrower and a broader attitudinal function (where the former in-
cludes proposition-related DMs only while the latter also includes units
expressing other aspects of the speaker’s perspective). A third version is
also conceivable in which only speech situation related discourse mark-
ers are involved, and proposition-related attitudinal markers are missing.
However, if attitude marking is taken in the narrow sense, connecting
cannot occur; but in my view, connecting is a fundamental feature of
discourse markers that also serves for delimiting them from other (prag-
matic) markers. Another argument against associating an attitudinal
function with discourse markers may be that, in certain authors’ view,
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attitude markers are not connected to the speech situation like other dis-
course markers but rather to the situation that is being talked about (cf.
Németh T. 1996).

In sum, I think that discourse markers fundamentally carry textual
functions, and attitude markers must be separated as a distinct group
of pragmatic markers. As we have seen, the identification of functions
may be theory-dependent. Following from aforementioned conclusions, I
find the approach of coherence theory (e.g., Schiffrin 1987; Redeker 1990;
Lenk 1998) the most adequate for the description of discourse markers.

✻ ✻ ✻

On the basis of the foregoing considerations, we can ask whether the
range of proposed discourse marking functions is not too broad to make a
unified treatment possible. Given that we have to do with a class organ-
ised on a functional basis, the appropriate delimitation of functions is of
utmost significance; but it is also important because it might help resolve
the terminological chaos in the literature, referred to above. However,
this will not take place until agreement is reached on basic functional
considerations that should underlie the classification of linguistic items
having a pragmatic function.

As we have seen, I would only assign textual functions to discourse
markers within the group of pragmatic markers, and relate attitude mark-
ing clearly to a different class within the latter (in Fraser 1997, they are
called “commentary pragmatic markers”, see section 2). Of course, it all
depends on how we define attitude marking (e.g., whether we include face
work in these functions or we do not). If we mean attitude marking very
broadly, then it will be typical of many discourse markers. This might
also be a viable alternative, but the separation of these functions with
respect to text coherence and comprehension has more advantages for
the description.

I do not agree with claims to the effect that it is sufficient to carry on
and expand empirical research in the hope that it will lead us out of the
terminological maze we encounter today; rather, I think that functional
descriptions, taxonomies, and further research should be built on a sound
theoretical basis that is accepted by everybody. In my view, Fraser’s21

21 Many of my papers mentioned above (Dér 2005; 2008; also Dér–Markó 2007;
forthcoming; Markó–Dér 2008; 2009) are based on Fraser’s works (1996; 1997;
1999; 2006).
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typology and definition referred to earlier—suitably reformulated, if nec-
essary—can be used successfully as a basis for further empirical research
as well as for novel theoretical descriptions.
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